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(26:07) Now tonight I am trying to ask you to develop your front lobe, front lobe and exercise is not very difficult but you have
to little bit concentrate. And please watch me. See these two hands,
I put it here, I look good, do I. I don't know, see my nose, see, you
see that. Yeah there is a wrinkle. It's a very difficult breathing. Don't
take I lightly, it is very powerful but this is how it is. Oh God. I tried
this morning it was horrible but I knew I have to teach the class, so I
wanted renew myself. Now this is what you are doing you are taking
a ida and pingala and sushmana all three at what time and
conjucting with your breath. It's a very, very, rare exercise and
anybody will even share with you. So make your nose and ida and
pingala point, and central point like (?). Like that. Come on.
Concentrate. It's not bad you will just do it. Because this is part of
your body and you have to have a command on that part.
Make your upper lip little there and just pull it in. Isn't horrible way
of breathing. But don't start doing it on when you are sitting in a
restaurant. People think you are crazy. If somebody say what are you
doing, Kundalini Yoga, they will never come to yoga west. Pull, pull
hard. Pull hard it will start effecting your front lobe.
Practice, practice. Keep your eyes open. I didn't say put your
eyeballs out. I am just saying, just breathe. Breathe.
You know why you are unable to breathe, because your inner lining of the lungs and your lower area is not in a habit to breathe. Go
down, don't feel. Don’t stop here. That's half breath, go down., Here, here, down, this place, come on, that lies your power.
[navel point] It will give you inexhaustible stamina. This breathing is very good for athletics.
Try, try, even it hurts, you look crazy little bit. Use it, use it. Let us do. Side B
Feel little (?), we need that. Put your upper lip up and squeeze in. All three nerves will be squeezed in. Nature made you that way, I am
simply giving you the way out. You want to see the real example, come on.
Hey baby. Hello. You are doing best. I have to put you on the stage, come on, come on quick hurry up, not you, she, she, she. Come
quick, quick they should somebody it. Oh God is always there. Come on. Come on, come on so many people are voluntary, you are
not coming. Come on. Sit here. Put your legs up, fold it as you were sitting there normal. All right now. Embarrass yourself that's the
best, for the sake of all these people you have embarrassed yourself, what a sacrifice. Come on now. Do it openly as you were doing
very perfect. See. Here you come this way little bit, show them too. Come on, make (?). That's perfect. Now how many life… Thank
you, don't feel embarrassed, go to your room.
How many lifetime she has done that, how quick it came to her. And how fast you can learn and you can do it too.
Pull, pull, pull. You will feel humungus pressure here. But as you start doing it will come down. You won't have a heart attack.
You have one and a half minute more, do your best for your sake. That's why we charge the money at the gate, so you don't do it, we
should not feel bad. Come on. Try it. All right inhale.
Take your both thumbs, stick it in the eye here and when you stick it right you will find two blue spots.
Remember. That, don't over pressure it. Two blue spot. And maybe some other color. That much
pressure is required, not more than that. Fold your hands and meditate, watch me. This bridge of the eyes
should have a weight on your thumbs and please feel free. You can totally collaborate with yourself, you
will find a very blue beautiful spot on both sides keep that alive.
Hello sit down no problem.
Please, keep just that much pressure. Put your both thumbs under the eyebrow, skull
here and pressure, you will find two blue spot. When you pressure... That much only is required. And
concentrate. Keep those two things in sight. Sometime they disappear. Bring them, pressure will change,
that will happen.
Now you are doing a workshop. You are adding yourself that energy which is dormant, you are
awakening it up. Easy, in a minute or so you have not completed, your arc line and the aura have
started changing, that's called achievement.
Few minutes, concentrate on yourself. Just to know yourself.

Inhale deep. Put your both hands out, legs straight and like this chest open. Hardly you will have any disease in the upper area.
5 minutes: But your hands will become heavier than lead, believe me. After this
exercise this is normal which happens, then don't think you are dead you are alive.
Stretch it out, stretch it backward. See me. Chin in, chest out and your both hands
like this spread out and close your eyes and stay with it. Exactly stay with it. You will
be fantastic after you finish it. Breathing will start changing automatically, it’s a
normal procedure and body and body metabolism will start adjusting and nervous
system starts making new routes, that's what will happen. Your entire manufactured
body will change if you are honest. Otherwise you have missed the day. Don't let the
palms of the hand move, stretch it and fix it.
After a minute now you have to bring in your reserve. It will start affecting you, I will
tell you.... because I do it always to come out here so that I may remember it, you may remember it too. Bring your reserve, don't move
your body, don't put your head down, upside, nothing. Steady. We want the interconnected nerve to give us the power to obey so that
we have the power to command. That's the balance. And if we command tatvas we are healthy. If we command heavens and earth we
are happy. If we command inlet and outlet of our being we are holy. There are laws which must be obeyed.
You are entering the third minute. Steady, help you can take from the breath. If you take long and deep breath you will be better of.
You will burn up all the possibilities of future disease. Pain will start in about few seconds. The whole thing will become painful.
Because the nerve will start making their avenues. Broken dead nerves will make their pathways and you are going to be having a pain
you can't believe it. Oh yes. They have to go through and you have to go through with them. Nothing I can do. Except tell you keep
up.
Come on, keep up, keep up, keep up, there is nothing wrong. There is nothing wrong not spending any money and to be healthy. And
being strong.
You have a minute and a half to go, so you have traveled a lot. You are not ordinary people, just remember. Stick around, keep up, now
succeed. There is no substitute for victory.
You have exactly thirty seconds. If body starts shaking you are lucky. If it is unbearable you are very fortunate. If you have cheated in
between, you are fine human. These are normal requirements, it’s not something we are expecting everybody to be perfection.
Now widen your five fingers, widen them and stretch them as out for exact fifteen
seconds. Out, stretch. Separate them, stretch. Stretch God’s sake, stretch. Stretch
out. Relax.
That's it, not much we did it. It's not going on a treadmill (?) that doesn't work. And
Stairmaster, the guy is friend of mine. He is millionaire. Because you never have stairs
in your house so he thought the idea to make Stairmaster. Every girl shows up with
three dresses one is green underneath, over then pink and over that is blue. Remember
those dresses? Cost a lot of money. And exercise. You can't do one little exercise. Should I tell you? You want to test it out?
Okay put your hands over here and hold it. Now be honest, just hold it, this hand should have just weight. All right, see me sitting
there. Now just over here. This will change your magnetic field in
exact two and a half minute. Move fast though. You have to
create electricity, it's not something, otherwise will happen. Not big (?).
Move, move, move, just move, I am not telling you what will happen, I
will tell you later. Move. Hold and move. Fast, fast, faster, I know you
will have breath of fire with it if you really do it. Faster, faster, faster,
stop. No, no stop relax and figure it out how you feel. I am not
talking of exercise and I am not talking twenty miles running, I am
talking of something for exactly two minutes. If a person can hold his
two hands for five minutes and take the index finger, Jupiter finger and
make it run faster than real circle you by finger can command the
universe.

LECTURE
Wow. That's very good. From last.... let us say, twenty eight years silently a evolution happened. Evolution to which we are not party.
At certain time the music of America changed because people were ready for that change. Beetles came. It was not the beetles. It was
the America. The change of people. They wanted to be free. Twenty years ago if you go in a first class or in aeroplane you will find
three piece suit, tie and tiepin and this and that. Today you go, you will not find a one damn thing. Nike, and those trinckly-winkly

pants. And majority of the time first class you will find pants which are almost need not to be worn because they are torn from many
sides and this I understand are costlier than the other pants. People are very free, they don't care, who is who. Who is married to whom,
who divorces whom, makes absolutely no difference. Now beetles came. Then it was not enough, the Woodstock happened. Why all
that came out to be? There are lot of biorhythms. Blacks revolted in (?) and they are called LA riots. Then LA riots happened recently
you knew that. Then earthquake came and now God has poured tons of rain into whole Bible belt. Bibles are floating left and right.
Why, why, why the things are the way they are? Why I acted an hour before crazy? Why I was angry? Why on the telephone I was
yelling and screaming? And one question of all questions: why I am not satisfied. Why I am not content. Is there a reason? Yeah.
There is a reason. It’s a simple reason if you note it tonight you have paid for the class. Then you can go home and order pizza or
something, you don't need to sit here. Yeah.
Wisdom is just very…. The problem with a human mind is so bad that if you tell them simple things they don't believe it. They want
something complicated. I was listening to a lecture of a great lecturer, he is beautiful preacher and I counted, everything he repeated nine
times. Everything. It became so boring, are we that dumb that we can't even listen, why he has to speak those words again and again? I
think in his presumption we are all do not know how to listen or we are not quick to understand.
You have a problem, basic. You do not acknowledge. You do not acknowledge that you are born as a right. You acknowledge you are
born as accident or incident or because your parents made love, anything. But you do not believe still today that you are born by right.
If you acknowledge that you are born by right then you have to acknowledge what is right to do, which you are not willing to do. You
can ask question okay I agree, I am born by right and I also agree that I should be right. What's my right? Your right is eliminate all
what there is and keep only your you as it is.
Now take a example of a piece of stone. If you are asked, what is it. You will say this is stone. Right? But the man who knows the
reeds of the stone, who has obeyed the practice of elimination, the unwanted, he practices to eliminate the unwanted. Not wanted.
Unwanted. That's his practice. He is going to take a chisel and hammer and hammer through that stone and there is going to come out
a beautiful statue out of it. What is this statue. The unwanted is removed and wanted is there.
What you do in your life, excuse me, you want. Want, want, want, want, under those wants you have lost yourself. You are loaded with
those self. What should I do with my emotions? Kill yourself. What do you do to emotions. Emotions are emotions, feelings are
feelings. Emotions, feelings desire are there, now what about you. Is it a wanted desire or unwanted desire?
Somebody asked me today this question, “What should I do?”
I said, “One thing, if something makes you noble do it, if something doesn't make you noble don't do it.”
“What is noble?”
I said, “Take English dictionary figure it out.”
You have to tell people now what is noble.
What is noble?
“Yogiji what is the difference between Kundalini Yoga and other yoga. There is a power yoga, there is a garbage yoga, there is a saintly
yoga, there is a Christian yoga, God knows how many yogas are there.”
I said, “Difference between Kundalini Yoga is, it is for householder. And it is a practical practice. It will give you little, little strength,
little growth, little expansion.”
Your life by degrees, by education is not great. Your life is how big is your heart. How big is your heart and how high is your thought.
Repeat it.
The class: How big is your heart and how high is your thought.
YB: Your tongue is wet or dry. Watch, watch, no, no watch. When you speak something which you don't like and it is that simple as it
is, your tongue should get dry. Repeat again.
The class: How big is your heart and how high is your thought.
YB: Is it difficult to remember? That's the end of the class, right. Finished.
For every action if you think how big is my heart and how high is my thought and you do not like to know anything but your own
assessment. You within you must assess this. There is not a pinky you have to raise; the divine nature, the environments, mother earth,
heavenly father, all will work for you. The great mind, mastermind, will tell all such minds to come to the help.
There is a story, one person was very badly sick. Saintly man, he found a tree, he lied under it, there were birds on the trees, they saw the
man is sick. So they flew all round, they saw a man who was hunter with a arrow and a bow. They loved it, they started attacking him.
He was shocked. Why birds are attacking me? They know I kill them. That's my joy, that's my food, that's the way I am. What is wrong
today? When the birds found man is little cautious, they just flew in that direction. So man started running after the birds, the whole log
of them finally came under the tree, all the birds sat on the tree and he saw there is a sick man. Naturally, he was supposed to help. So
helped, he picked up the birds’ trail to find the sick man.
Now you see is that a television show which is telling the birds what to do, no there is a master mind, it's called universal mind. That
universal mind found within the area location, within that location, He sees what is available, what is available He is making that useful,
what is useful He is giving a direction, direction bringing this help and help is doing the job. You need that help that too.
Suppose you know all the scriptures, then what. With all these scriptures can you practice it, with all the truth, can you live it? With all
the knowledge can you experience it? No my friends, not. When I came to United States myself, I knew nobody will understand me. I
knew it very first day. So I said few things. Few things. People used to come, I used to touch their feet and they get healed, sometime I

say all right write your question, put it on your head, then I will read the question and I will give the answer, those funny things which
you normally people do. Then people say it's horrible week. I will say write down your horrible things and let’s put in the fire and burn
them, you will be all relieved.
That all worked right. Except one day somebody was to bring my food, and she said, “I can't, because my dog is lost.” So I took a tragic
decision to find her dog, I said, “Go left, go right, go that corner and go that... then there is a door, call your dog, he will bark, get him in,
bring him over and bring my food on time.” Well it was a foolish thing which I did not know what will mean. Entire Los Angeles dogs
and cats lost, telephone was ringing all the time. Well we couldn't believe it. Then later on I found there are dog psychics and there are
dog things and cat things. In America if you cut potato you are a potato peeler. Doesn't matter who you are. And one meeting I just
looked at somebody’s palm of the hand and I said certain things which only knew that person or I said it. You can’t believe. There was
no dearth. Yogiji, Yogiji, it is that song you know. Eight days, in Acapulco all everybody does this, this, this, this, men women
everybody. Because they want to do something, they want to dance. Every person wants to dance. But they are fortunate to dance with
thoughts. Their own thoughts. Their own self.
When I go to the aeroplane I see on next seat of mine a person, this thick book. I think it costs five, six, eight dollars. You buy it from
the airport. Right. Five hundred and fifty pages and (?) thick like hell, you know, something. First they lose their eyesight because when
you are traveling you should not study. That's the problem. Now these days you don't have to worry. Next door your office, tick, tick,
tick, tap lop, laptop whatever the damn thing, put it out. And they go (?). You can't do a thing. You can't sleep, you can't look anything.
The guy next door is working. And the next door with a pencil this, this, this. There is no rest. And look at these people they read this
much book. This much book. They cannot read their fate lines on their forehead. They cannot read what is going on their head. They
cannot read the lines of their destiny, isn't it amazing. They can read and read and read. They can write and write and write. But they
cannot read their own fate, own destiny, own luck and they cannot write their own resolution. He is not a person.
Once there was a young girl, she came from India and I said, “You are in very much trouble”
She said, “I am in trouble.”
I said, “What is the problem?”
She said, “I want to be actress.”
I said, “Sure you will be actress. You accept me as your director you will be actress.”
She said, “Okay.”
I said, “I will give you script, you act on it, matter ends.”
I gave her script, she acts on it, we are such a combination, such a smart idea.
Today I got a newspaper cutting from London Times that one of our boys who has become the most hottest model and one line which I
loved in that he said, “I am born Sikh, I have studied Sikh, I am Sikh family, Sikh, Sikh, Sikh, whole thing.” He said, “There is not one
place is read in Sikh thou shall not model.” So he said “I am fine.” So what you can say? He is the hottest thing they say because of his
beautiful long hair.
Things are changing, this was impossible.
Welcome Tarn Taran Kaur Khalsa.
These things were not possible for twenty years. They were absolutely not possible for fifty years. There are certain things which are
coming, which are not possible today. They have cloned a sheep and then they cloned those two monkeys God, how beautiful they look,
you can't believe it, and what's the difference-next thing is they are going to clone human. And somebody asked me a question (?)
“Yogiji, you want to be cloned another Yogi Bhajan?”
I said, “No, I don't want like me a person going and talking idiot things. I am not willing to take that responsibility.”
And what is the idea to be here for a long time? Why? What we are doing here? Is it not so painful to get up in the morning, stretch
your body and breathe and say (?) what time it is. Then go and cleanse yourself, and brush your teeth and take bath and get ready, go
and sweat. Then in the evening count money. How much you made. And then the government takes away five months, one, two,
three, straight and two months straight, five months federal and about two months everything else. You practically if you want to look at
yourself you live almost about two to... It's a very clever your income tax attorneys be good. You will live in about three month salary in
reality.
Then, you don't want to be old. I don't see anybody old. I see very old people coming, I go to LaScala. I have been going there
everyday, we go at noon to have food and they know my order, they already the plate is ready, it’s there. Because we are the only group
which goes to eat, everybody goes to talk and look at each other. But we go there to eat. So we see old people coming. So there is a
shop next door. And then young people coming out. Do you understand what I am saying? But in between coming as old and going
back as young if you look at their head what a horrible it is you can't believe. Because I think they put lot of stuff and tell them to move
around. Nobody wants to be old. None. It looks like it is poisonous sin to be old. Everybody wants to be eighteen year old. Do you
recognize when you were eighteen year old how horrible you were? You have any idea? Don't you think it is good to be eighty year old
and slow down and nice and cough little bit and breathe and not bother? And grandchildren coming grandpa how are you, you say, I
don't know (?).
Excellence, self excellence is the idealistic of the personality which is the front lobe. And front lobe has to be developed. Which is
not practical that you can achieve things if your front lobe is not.... and in life truth is not five hundred thousand things. Truth is very
simple. Truth is okay one minute. From here to there what is truth. I am not going to punish you, just (?) what is truth. I know

English. I am Ph.D. Reality I know. What is truth? I will tell but first I want to know do you know what truth is. Because by standard
you all are liars and you live absolutely untruthfully. Therefore what is truth. That much hint I have given, you can't find what is truth.
Student: (----).
YB: God (?) doesn't come in this picture. God is later, right now what is truth.
All right I need a volunteer now. Some people of you can have the guts come on. All right you come on. No, no, I want volunteer,
identity (?) I don't need. One volunteer, come on. Hurry up. Let it be a talk show then. Okay. Stand there, sit down rather right here
and face the class. All right. Oh you are fine, just relax, don't worry nothing is going to happen. Okay. Make a statement.
Student: (---).
YB: Truth is the opposite of lie. Is that true? Is that true? Those who say this is true, please say Aye. Those who say it is not true, say
nay. Nays have it.
Truth is very truth, is that you be you. No influence, wisdom, knowledge, miracle, greatness, grace, should change you from being you.
That's the truth. And you should have such a obedience for self that whatever you are, you are always there for all there is. That's the
truth. You have no reservation. Whatsoever. No reservation. I can tell you. No reservation. No reservation, good or bad. Truthful is
you are you. Nanak said about this truth in very beautiful line. Aad puran, madh puran, anth pura parameshwara. In the middle, in the
beginning you are true, in the middle you are true, in the end you are true like God. Because if you are you. Agree? Okay you got it.
(26:07) Now tonight I am trying to ask you to develop your front lobe, front lobe and exercise is not very difficult but you have
to little bit concentrate. And please watch me. See these two hands, I put it here, I
look good, do I. I don't know, see my nose, see, you see that. Yeah there is a
wrinkle. It's a very difficult breathing. Don't take I lightly, it is very powerful but this
is how it is. Oh God. I tried this morning it was horrible but I knew I have to teach
the class, so I wanted renew myself. Now this is what you are doing you are taking a
ida and pingala and sushmana all three at what time and conjucting with your
breath. It's a very, very, rare exercise and anybody will even share with you. So
make your nose and ida and pingala point, and central point like (?). Like that.
Come on. Concentrate. It's not bad you will just do it. Because this is part of your body and you have to have a command on that part.
Make your upper lip little there and just pull it in. Isn't horrible way of breathing. But don't start doing it on when you are sitting in a
restaurant. People think you are crazy. If somebody say what are you doing, Kundalini Yoga, they will never come to yoga west. Pull,
pull hard. Pull hard it will start effecting your front lobe.
Practice, practice. Keep your eyes open. I didn't say put your eyeballs out. I am just saying, just breathe. Breathe.
You know why you are unable to breathe, because your inner lining of the lungs and your lower area is not in a habit to breathe. Go
down, don't feel. Don’t stop here. That's half breath, go down., Here, here, down, this place, come on, that lies your power.
[navel point] It will give you inexhaustible stamina. This breathing is very good for athletics.
Try, try, even it hurts, you look crazy little bit. Use it, use it. Let us do. Side B
Feel little (?), we need that. Put your upper lip up and squeeze in. All three nerves will be squeezed in. Nature made you that way, I am
simply giving you the way out. You want to see the real example, come on.
Hey baby. Hello. You are doing best. I have to put you on the stage, come on, come on quick hurry up, not you, she, she, she. Come
quick, quick they should somebody it. Oh God is always there. Come on. Come on, come on so many people are voluntary, you are
not coming. Come on. Sit here. Put your legs up, fold it as you were sitting there normal. All right now. Embarrass yourself that's the
best, for the sake of all these people you have embarrassed yourself, what a sacrifice. Come on now. Do it openly as you were doing
very perfect. See. Here you come this way little bit, show them too. Come on, make (?). That's perfect. Now how many life… Thank
you, don't feel embarrassed, go to your room.
How many lifetime she has done that, how quick it came to her. And how fast you can learn and you can do it too.
Pull, pull, pull. You will feel humungus pressure here. But as you start doing it will come down. You won't have a heart attack.
You have one and a half minute more, do your best for your sake. That's why we charge the money at the gate, so you don't do it, we
should not feel bad. Come on. Try it. All right inhale.
Take your both thumbs, stick it in the eye here and when you stick it right you will find two blue spots.
Remember. That, don't over pressure it. Two blue spot. And maybe some other color. That much
pressure is required, not more than that. Fold your hands and meditate, watch me. This bridge of the eyes
should have a weight on your thumbs and please feel free. You can totally collaborate with yourself, you
will find a very blue beautiful spot on both sides keep that alive.
Hello sit down no problem.
Please, keep just that much pressure. Put your both thumbs under the eyebrow, skull here and
pressure, you will find two blue spot. When you pressure... That much only is required. And concentrate. Keep
those two things in sight. Sometime they disappear. Bring them, pressure will change, that will happen.
Now you are doing a workshop. You are adding yourself that energy which is dormant, you are awakening it
up. Easy, in a minute or so you have not completed, your arc line and the aura have started changing,
that's called achievement.

Few minutes, concentrate on yourself. Just to know yourself.
Inhale deep. Put your both hands out, legs straight and like this chest open. Hardly you will have any disease in the upper area.
5 minutes: But your hands will become heavier than lead, believe me. After this
exercise this is normal which happens, then don't think you are dead you are alive.
Stretch it out, stretch it backward. See me. Chin in, chest out and your both hands
like this spread out and close your eyes and stay with it. Exactly stay with it. You will
be fantastic after you finish it. Breathing will start changing automatically, it’s a
normal procedure and body and body metabolism will start adjusting and nervous
system starts making new routes, that's what will happen. Your entire manufactured
body will change if you are honest. Otherwise you have missed the day. Don't let the
palms of the hand move, stretch it and fix it.
After a minute now you have to bring in your reserve. It will start affecting you, I will
tell you.... because I do it always to come out here so that I may remember it, you may remember it too. Bring your reserve, don't move
your body, don't put your head down, upside, nothing. Steady. We want the interconnected nerve to give us the power to obey so that
we have the power to command. That's the balance. And if we command tatvas we are healthy. If we command heavens and earth we
are happy. If we command inlet and outlet of our being we are holy. There are laws which must be obeyed.
You are entering the third minute. Steady, help you can take from the breath. If you take long and deep breath you will be better of.
You will burn up all the possibilities of future disease. Pain will start in about few seconds. The whole thing will become painful.
Because the nerve will start making their avenues. Broken dead nerves will make their pathways and you are going to be having a pain
you can't believe it. Oh yes. They have to go through and you have to go through with them. Nothing I can do. Except tell you keep
up.
Come on, keep up, keep up, keep up, there is nothing wrong. There is nothing wrong not spending any money and to be healthy. And
being strong.
You have a minute and a half to go, so you have traveled a lot. You are not ordinary people, just remember. Stick around, keep up, now
succeed. There is no substitute for victory.
You have exactly thirty seconds. If body starts shaking you are lucky. If it is unbearable you are very fortunate. If you have cheated in
between, you are fine human. These are normal requirements, it’s not something we are expecting everybody to be perfection.
Now widen your five fingers, widen them and stretch them as out for exact fifteen
seconds. Out, stretch. Separate them, stretch. Stretch God’s sake, stretch. Stretch
out. Relax.
That's it, not much we did it. It's not going on a treadmill (?) that doesn't work. And
Stairmaster, the guy is friend of mine. He is millionaire. Because you never have stairs
in your house so he thought the idea to make Stairmaster. Every girl shows up with
three dresses one is green underneath, over then pink and over that is blue. Remember
those dresses? Cost a lot of money. And exercise. You can't do one little exercise. Should I tell you? You want to test it out?
Okay put your hands over here and hold it. Now be honest, just hold it, this hand should have just weight. All right, see me sitting
there. Now just over here. This will change your magnetic field in exact two
and a half minute. Move fast though. You have to create electricity, it's not
something, otherwise will happen. Not big (?). Move, move, move, just move, I am
not telling you what will happen, I will tell you later. Move. Hold and move. Fast,
fast, faster, I know you will have breath of fire with it if you really do it. Faster, faster,
faster, stop. No, no stop relax and figure it out how you feel. I am not talking of
exercise and I am not talking twenty miles running, I am talking of something for
exactly two minutes. If a person can hold his two hands for five minutes and take the
index finger, Jupiter finger and make it run faster than real circle you by finger can
command the universe.
That much power comes in this human body. This is in the image of God. This is
not any sin. You know what happened to us in the garden of Eden? Snake told us to
eat the apple. We ate the snake. Why not? No guilt. Thank God Adam and Eve
leave the garden of Eden, otherwise we will be hustling there. Don't we like it here?
It's very funny, how much people in religion have put fear in you. How much they took God away from you. There is no God if it is
not inside you. There is no God if you are not. Forget those days. (?) spoke to me, “Moses take your people,” those days are gone.
And the ocean is not going to split. Only it splits in the studio. Have you been there? That messed my best dress. Yeah, we were sitting
in the car, I was sitting on the side we were going and the whole damn thing came and (?) it just went crazy. And my colorful dress got
ruined. That was the one day I wanted to go there, just look not like as I normally look, but this is the fun. You have been told God

rested on seventh day, who rotates the earth. You? Is the... which oil company puts the petrol? Who we are talking? Who is beating in
the heart? Who is breathing in the lungs? Who is circulating miles and miles of blood? What is the pulse and impulse?
Now if stay second (?) next week, if I stay next week. I will teach you the combination and coordination of pulse and impulse. That
means you can learn a little meditation through which you can always know the man is lying or not. It's very easy. Just set that rhythm.
You can catch a rhythm. But if I go then I go. I don't know what my feeling is that. When I am going to go to Boston?
Now what is now? Tomorrow is fifth. Tomorrow I am busy because the Jathedar from India is coming, I have to receive him three
thirty, it’s my obligation. I cannot not do it. So then I will drive him to this Bakers field, it's called carrot town. Across these mountains
there is nothing but vegetables and most (?) whole America uses carrot they come from Bakers field. It's a Armenian business, great
people. So I have to go there.
Then next day sixth we have Akal Takhat day here. So in the evening we will have our temple service and do that. So what is that
Friday? Saturday we are opening Guru Ram Das academy in Bakers field. Sunday we have a Gurdwara here, you can come and enjoy
with us. Free sermons and free meals. You may not understand it, doesn't matter. So that is Sunday. Now question is if I stay Monday
and Tuesday, what that day it will be.
All right, we’ll teach Monday and Tuesday. Is that okay? And Wednesday we leave. No other obligation, I don not have my chief of
staff, but I have to confirm, Monday and Tuesday we will teach and Wednesday adios and then you can meet me either in Espanola or in
Assisi.
Oh April because of Khalsa of council that's right. After that I go to Assisi, now we are teaching Master’s touch to make teachers of
Kundalini Yoga. That class is not like this. Excuse me. Yeah, yeah, that class people come with love for God they go crying, but it is
okay, they survive. We taught in Espanola, it worked all right.
There is so much potential in you and there is so much unused of you that you will feel ashamed when you find it out what you can do
and what.... And nobody does anything. Nothing, nobody teaches you anything, what's your potential, what's your (?) projection, how is
your projection in (?) capacity, you can understand the totality of you. How your direction, you can change and all. Nothing. It's just a
routine. Route sixty six that's all you are. I mean, you know, keep going, keep going.
Which is the most popular food of United States? Pizza and Pepsi. It has changed. You even do not know, you are not latest, I am
latest. Pizza and Pepsi. Twenty five years ago once a while somewhere there was a little shop, two guys from Italy. (?). That's how it
used to be. Nobody knew this damn word pizza none. Now pizza in, pizza out, pizza up, pizza down. And Pepsi. Isn't it amazing?
Now those singers are missing. Where is that Har Bhajan Kaur? You can sing? Come on, come on then don't worry. Something is
better than nothing. What do you mean by kind of? We just want people to participate. Where is that note of yours? So we will have....
First we have to sing that birthday, okay, you know that? Okay, okay you are in good shape don't worry. Oh they will join you, come
on, this day yeah.
(Students sing ‘On this day…’)
The class chants: Saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaat Nam.
YB: My Creator within me in my consciousness and subconscious and unconscious thou grace must make me to read my own forehead,
my destiny, my dignity and my grace with which I can prevail. Give me feelings and emotions to find myself in the depth of my own
heart. Give me absolutely humbleness to see that I can serve through my head down, your creation the beauty, the bounty and bliss
which I see around me, may I acknowledge it, recognize it and fulfill myself with it. May I be always sweet, kind and compassionate to
all what there is. Within myself and without myself. May this day bring to me love, love and love for my own living. Give me and grant
me the wish that I must love myself first in the middle, in the end, in the very end to save myself and to serve thee in my humble way,
make my this beautiful day as mine by thy grace, by thy will. Sat Nam.
Now serve the cookies. Thank you very much.
(Applause)
Put beautiful song man. ‘Every breath of life.’
(Tape is played in the class)

